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Tableau Overview
This Plug-in allows connecting to Tableau server and extracting various types of data for
Metrics, Reports and Datasets in Metric Insights. This way, you can combine Tableau and
Metric Insights efforts to understand your data better.

Access A
Admin
dmin > Data Sources

1. If the required Tableau plugin has been already created, select it from the list.
2. Alternatively, click [+New Data Source] to create a new Tableau Plug-in. For details, refer to
this article: Establishing a Connection
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Manual or automatic T
Tableau
ableau data fetching

Metric Insights extracts data from the Tableau server in the form of reports. Information
obtained from these external reports is further used as data source for MI elements: Metrics
and Reports. Tableau reports can be added in the Plugin Editor (NOTE:
NOTE: To get to the Plugin
Editor go to Admin drop down menu > Data Sources > select a plugin to open its Editor). There
are two options to add reports to the plugin:
1. Automatically
Automatically: If the External Reports fetch method field is set to 'automatically', go to the
Tableau Reports List tab and simply click Refresh list to collect all Tableau reports currently
available at the server.
2. Manually
Manually: You can also update the Tableau reports list by adding report IDs and Names oneby-one or loading them in a CSV file.

Tableau Plugin capabilities for creating Metrics or Reports
The following examples are for Metrics, but the same Tableau plugin capabilities apply to
building regular Reports as well.
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Automating Data Collection

All the data fetched from Tableau is always extracted automatically and this can be configured
in Metric/Report Editor > Data tab:
1. Data Collection Trigger
Trigger: You can configure the periodic trigger that will independently start
data collection
2. Validate
Validate: You can start automatic data collection by validating your plug-in command
3. Update Live Chart
Chart: An attempt to update a chart always starts automatic data collection
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Visual Editor for constructing Plug-in command

Data for Metrics and Reports is extracted via a plugin command, consisting of parameters
specifying what data should be fetched.
If you are familiar with Tableau syntax, you can write a command manually or use a Visual
Editor available under the Plugin command field. This way, the command can be constructed
simply by checking the fields that should be included into the request. Please note that this
method is also favorable since it eliminates the likelihood of mistakes often made when typing
the command manually.
Make sure that your command lists columns in the right order. Consult the hint text to the right
of the Plugin command field. To change column order in the Visual editor, click the icon next to
the column name and drag it to the position it should be.
NOTE: Make sure that selected fields are defined in the correct order. If this Metric is
dimensioned, the dimension field should always go first. In our example Metric is dimensioned
by counties, so our first field is "County" followed by Measurement Datetime and Measurement
Value. You can always reference the hint box to the right of the Plugin command field to
determine the required fields and their order.
For detailed instructions refer to:
• Article
Article: How to collect data from Tableau
• Video Tutorial
Tutorial: Creating a Metric based on a Tableau Data Source
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Pre-filtering data to be collected

In prior versions, filters had to be incorporated manually into the Plugin commands. We have
added a separate section that makes applying filters to the query a lot easier and more
intuitive. You can apply filters manually or via the previously created Dimension Values.
For detailed instructions refer to:
• Article
Article: How to find Filter names in Tableau
• Video Tutorial
Tutorial: Filtering Tableau data in Metric Insigths

Tableau Plugin capabilities for creating External Reports
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Means of retrieving Data for External Reports

• Tableau Workbook
Workbook: Report object can be downloaded for local editing
• PDF: If External Report sources support PDF export, those PDF files will be included in
Digests
• CSV: If External Report sources support CSV export, those CSV files will be included in
Digests
• Image: External reports can be created by the means of fetching an image directly from
Tableau. For direct instructions see this article.

Live visualizations
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Tableau reports can be either embedded directly into the Viewer as Live Visualizations or can
serve as links to a specified external web pages.

Secure A
Authentication
uthentication and Configur
Configuration
ation
• Trusted server can be used for data collection
• Single-Sign on is supported for click-through / embedding

Requirements
Prerequisites for connecting to Tableau server

Available Help Docs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Download Instructions for PoC
Hosting choices for Tableau Server
Enable Mutual SSL Authentication from Tableau Plugin
Using SSO on Tableau Server
Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server
Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server Online
Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server via Remote Data Collector
How to collect data from Tableau
Getting latest data from Tableau
How to create an External Report from Tableau
Getting Started with Push Intelligence for Tableau
Best practices for Tableau
Embed database credentials in Tableau
Sending a Tableau Workbook
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Best practices for Tableau
1. Publishing dashboards and worksheets
• In Tableau Desktop you have a workbook that is composed of dashboards and worksheets
worksheets.
A dashboard is like a canvas where you drop in one or more worksheets. You can also add
other graphical elements and controls to the dashboard.

• Within a given workbook in Tableau Desktop, both dashboards and worksheets can be
published to Tableau Server, where they then become views in Tableau Server.

2. How Metric Insights gets data from T
Tableau
ableau Server
• Worksheets
Worksheets: For Metric Insights to work, you must publish the underlying worksheets that
make up the dashboard; it is from each of these worksheets that Metric Insights pulls data.
It does so via the view url of Tableau Server using CSV export. E.g.,
https://tableau.example.com/views/workbookName/sheetName?format=csv

• Dashboards
Dashboards: Pulling the data from a published dashboard does not work very well. It only
gives the data from the first (alphabetic order) worksheet in the dashboard.

3. Best pr
practices
actices
You will probably want to publish dashboards for your users to see and use.
But you will want to make the underlying data available so that Metric Insights can pull. So you
must also publish your worksheets
worksheets.
1. OPTION 1: Publish all worksheets in same workbook
workbook: One approach is to publish all
the worksheets in addition to the dashboards under a given Tableau Desktop workbook.
Then if you don't want your users to see the worksheets you deny permissions on the
worksheets to all users. See section below for instructions.
2. OPTION 2: Publish all worksheets in separate workbook
workbook: Another approach is to publish
your one workbook from Tableau Desktop to two workbooks in Tableau Server. The first
workbook has just the dashboard views in Tableau Server that your users access. And the
second workbook has just the worksheet views in Tableau Server that only Metric Insights
accesses. See section below for instructions.
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4. OPTION 1 - Publish all worksheets in same workbook
For the one approach described above, you publish the worksheets with the dashboard, but
you make the worksheet views on Tableau Server only available to Metric Insights, and not
visible to your users.
This section describes how to do that.

4.1. T
Tableau
ableau Desktop - Publish all worksheets in same workbook as
dashboards
First, in Tableau Desktop, publish all worksheets in addition to the dashboards in the same
workbook on Tableau Server.
Note, if you choose "hide sheet" option in Tableau Desktop, then the worksheet is not an option
under Publish to Server to publish as a view. So you must "unhide sheet" before you can
publish the worksheet.

4.2. T
Tableau
ableau Server - Select worksheets

Then on Tableau Server, select the worksheet Views that you don't want your users to see, and
select Permissions link at top of screen to edit permission for the selected views.
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4.3. T
Tableau
ableau Server - Den
Deny
y view access permissions

1. Next, un-check the view button to remove access to all the users. This approach works if you
are signed in with the credentials that Metric Insights uses for pulling data.
2. An alternate approach is to select the edit link to the right of your workbook.

4.4. T
Tableau
ableau Server - Den
Deny
y view access permissions

If you chose to Edit the permissions instead of Removing the permissions in the previous step,
then follow these instructions.
Select Deny for View permissions for any or all of your users.
Do not deny view access for the Tableau user account that Metric Insights will use.
In this example, we deny view for All Users
Users. We do that because we are currently signed in with
the Tableau user account that we use in Metric Insights for pulling the data from the views.

5. OPTION 2 - Publish all worksheets in separ
separate
ate workbook
As a different approach, you publish your dashboards in one workbook on Tableau Server, and
your worksheets in a separate workbook. And you make the worksheet views on Tableau Server
available to Metric Insights but not visible to your users.
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5.1. T
Tableau
ableau Desktop - Publish dashboards to workbook
First, on Tableau Desktop publish your dashboards to the workbook on Tableau Server as you
would normally do.

5.2. T
Tableau
ableau Desktop - Publish all worksheets to separ
separate
ate workbook

Then, on Tableau Desktop choose to publish your worksheets to a separate workbook on
Tableau Server.
Note, if you choose "hide sheet" option in Tableau Desktop, then the worksheet is not an option
under Publish to Server to publish as a view. So you must "unhide sheet" before you can
publish the worksheet.
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5.3. T
Tableau
ableau Desktop - A
Add
dd / Edit permission

When publishing this workbook with worksheets, choose Add / Edit permissions to select Deny
for View permissions to any or all of your users.
If you are not signed in as the same Tableau user account that Metric Insights uses, then make
sure that user has view permission too.

5.4. T
Tableau
ableau Desktop - Publish all worksheets to separ
separate
ate workbook
Finally, publish this workbook. Now only the user that published this workbook with the
worksheets can access, and any additional users you gave View permission to.
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Set-up Consider
Considerations
ations
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Download Instructions for PoC
This article describes how you should prepare for Meric Insights PoC if you also use
Tableau.
What to Expect in our Proof of Concept (PoC)

1. Prepare T
Tableau
ableau Packaged W
Workbook
orkbook
Follow the instruction provided in this article to prepare the packaged workbook (.twbx) that
should later serve as an external data source.

2. Upload the Packaged W
Workbook
orkbook to Metric Insights
[OPTION 1] Command line (Mac T
Terminal,
erminal, Windows PuTTY)
1. Go to: ftp bob.metricinsights.com
2. Provide the username and password you've been supplied with
3. Open the "upload" directory. This is the only directory you’re allowed to upload to on the ftp
site:
cd upload

4. Change the working directory:
lcd /local/directory

5. Store a file by executing this command:
put local_file

On the receiving end, files go here: /var/ftp/demo/upload/

[OPTION 2] Filezilla
1. Download Filezilla from https://filezilla-project.org/
2. Unzip the download file
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MacOS NOTE: You might need to change your security settings at Apple menu > System
Preferences > Security & Privacy > General tab in order to "Allow applications downloaded
from: anywhere" (see screen below)

3. Start the Filezilla application.
4. Enter the following values at the top of the screen:
• Host
Host: bob.metricinsights.com
• Provide the Username and Password you've been supplied with
• Port
Port: 21 (or leave blank)
5. Сlick Quickconnect at the top right corner of the screen (see screen below)
6. Once the connection is established, you should see a directory tree on the right-hand side
that includes the upload directory. Double-click it to open it. Then just drag your file from the
left-hand side to the upload directory
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[OPTION 3] Dropbox
We can also share a Dropbox folder for you to upload the packaged workbook.
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Sending a Tableau Workbook
Sometimes Metric Insights will ask you to export a Tableau workbook and send it. This is
done for helping with best practices and sometimes for troubleshooting issues you may
have. The workbook includes the dashboards and worksheets.

Sending a Packaged W
Workbook
orkbook
To send a "packaged workbook" (i.e., *.twbx) file, follow the instructions from Tableau:
http://kb.tableausoftware.com/articles/knowledgebase/sending-packaged-workbook
Note: If the workbook uses an external data source such as SQL, you will need to export the
data first, so that it can be included with the *.twbx file. Instructions for doing that are in the
same article. It's all straightforward.
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Hosting choices for Tableau Server
If you have not already decided how you are hosting the Metric Insights application then
this article can give you some guidance.
You have several options for hosting the Metric Insights application and pulling data from
your Tableau Server. You can host Metric Insights in Amazon EC2 cloud, or you can host in
VMware. You can also host on your bare metal but this article does not cover that option.

1. Metric Insights in our cloud
Hosting Metric Insights in our Amazon EC2 is the easiest method.

1.1. T
Tableau
ableau Server open to internet
If your Tableau server is open to the internet for web browser access, then this architecture
choice is the best.
Metric Insights pulls your Tableau data directly from Tableau server via your web login
credentials. No extra ports for Tableau server need to be opened, no extra software needs to
be installed. Just follow the instructions in your Metric Insights application for setting up the
connection to your Tableau server.

1.2. Install remote data collector
If your Tableau server is not open to the internet for web browser access, then you can still use
this architecture choice.
You just install our remote data collector on a server in your network that can access your
Tableau server. Typically you install this on your Tableau server, but you are not limited to that
machine. Any server that has access to your Tableau server is fine.
The remote data collector is a small piece of Java code (few MB in size) that has bare
functionality to do the following:
1. Get job requests from the Metric Insights server (HTTPS POST via port 8443)
2. Fetch the data from Tableau server (HTTPS GET/POST via port 80/443)
3. Post the result back to the Metric Insights server (HTTPS POST via port 8443)
The remote data collector is just a simplified web browser in this respect. It makes web
requests to the Metric Insights server; it makes web requests to your Tableau server.
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Just follow the instructions in your Metric Insights application for setting up the connection to
your Tableau server with a remote data collector.

2. Metric Insights in your hosted cloud
Hosting Metric Insights in your Amazon EC2 is an easy method too.
Once hosted, Metric Insights pulls your Tableau data directly from your Tableau server via your
web login credentials. Just follow the instructions in your Metric Insights application for setting
up the connection to your Tableau server.

3. Metric Insights on VMware
Hosting Metric Insights in VMware is also an option.
Once loaded, Metric Insights pulls your Tableau data directly from your Tableau server via your
web login credentials. Just follow the instructions in your Metric Insights application for setting
up the connection to your Tableau server.
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Export data from Tableau or Qlik to a CSV file
This article provides answers to the following questions:
• How to export data from Tableau to a CSV file
• How to export data from Qlik Sense to a CSV file
• How to build a metric from CSV
Note
Note: the CSV loader will support the following Date formats:
Format

Example

'%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S' ( or '%Y-%m-%d %H:%M')

2017-03-27 15:25:31 (2017-03-27 15:25)

'%Y/%m/%d %H:%M:%S' (or '%Y/%m/%d %H:%M')

2017/03/27 15:25:31 (2017/03/27 15:25)

'%Y.%m.%d %H:%M:%S' (or '%Y.%m.%d %H:%M')

2017.03.27 15:25:31 (2017.03.27 15:25)

'%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S' (or '%m/%d/%Y %H:%M')

03/27/2017 15:25:31 (03/27/2017 15:25)

'%m/%d/%y %H:%M:%S' (or '%m/%d/%y %H:%M')

03/27/17 15:25:31 (03/27/17 15:25)

'%Y-%B-%d %H:%M:%S' (or '%Y-%B-%d %H:%M')

2017-March-27 15:25:31 (2017/03/27 15:25)

'%m/%d/%Y %I:%M:%S %p' (or '%m/%d/%Y %I:%M %p') 03/27/2017 3:25:31 PM (03/27/2017 3:25 PM)
'%B %d, %Y %I:%M %p'

March 27, 2017 3:25 PM

'%B %d, %Y %I %p'

March 27, 2017 3 PM

'%a %b %d %H:%M:%S %Z %Y'

Mon Mar 27 15:25:31 EST 2017

'%Y-%m-%d'

2017-03-27

'%Y/%m/%d'

2017/03/27

'%Y.%m.%d'

2017.03.27

'%Y-%b-%d'

2017-Mar-27

'%m-%d-%Y'

03-27-2017

'%m-%d-%y'

03-27-17
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'%m/%d/%Y'

03/27/2017

'%m/%d/%y'

03/27/17

'%d %b %Y'

27 Mar 2017

'%d-%b-%y'

27-Mar-17

'%B %d %Y'

March 27 2017

'%B %d,%Y'

March 27, 2017

'%Y-%m'

2017-03

'%b, %Y'

Mar, 2017

'%b,%Y'

Mar,2017

'%b %Y'

Mar 2017

'%B, %Y'

March, 2017

'%B,%Y'

March,2017

'%B %Y'

March 2017

1. T
Tableau:
ableau: Export data to a CS
CSV
V file
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1.1. Select your T
Tableau
ableau worksheet filters

Limit filters as desired.
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1.2. At the right top corner of the screen click Download > Data

1.3. [View Data] Select 'Underlying' tab and click the download link
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2. Qlik Sense: Export data to a CS
CSV
V file

Select your Qlik Sense Dashboard containing the required Report. In our example we can see
the 'Shipments' dashboard containing different reports:
1. Choose a specific Report you want to get data from. In this example we are choosing a
'Number of shipments late vs on time' report
2. Hover over the right corner of this Report until 3 buttons are shown: Take snapshot
snapshot,
Exploration menu
menu, Full screen
3. Click Exploration menu and to open the Report Viewer
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2.1. Select your worksheet filters (if an
any)
y) / apply sorting order to the
right of the Report

2.2. Right click the image and select 'Export data
data'' from the menu
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2.3. After the export is completed, click the download link

3. V
Verify
erify that the .CS
.CSV
V file contains correct data - example is in
Excel displa
display
y

1. Note that the first row is a Header row
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4. Y
You
ou can now complete the 'Build Metrics from CS
CSV'
V' function

1. Choose the file just downloaded
2. Optional import settings
• specify the delimiter (The download will be comma delimited if using a PC, but will be tab
delimited if you are using a MacOS)
• determine how import errors should be handled
3. File contains a header row
• if checked: the first row is treated as header row
• if unchecked: the System automatically creates a header row with column names
4. Select Import
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Result of CS
CSV
V import

Proceed to Build Metrics
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Establishing a Connection
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Prerequisites for connecting to Tableau server
These prerequisites should be taken into consideration before moving on to:
• Establishing Connectivity to Tableau Server
• Establishing Connectivity to Tableau Server Online
• Establishing Connectivity to Tableau via a Remote Data Collector

1. Define whether your T
Tableau
ableau server has secure connection

Define what type of protocol is used to connect to your tableau server:
• http://
• https://
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2. Mak
Make
e sure that XML API is enabled

1. Enter the data below on the Command line to verify whether the XML API is enabled
https://your-tableau-server.com/auth?format=xml

2. If you receive this result, the XML API is enabled
3. If you receive 'This site can't be reached' message, the XML API is disabled, refer to Tableau
API Guide

3. Trusted A
Authentication
uthentication
If the Trusted Authentication is set up at your Tableau server, you should define your Metric
Insights instance's IP or Host name as "trusted". Follow the link to get step-by-step instructions
on how to do it.

4. Certificates for secure connection
In case your connection to Tableau server is secure, Enable Mutual SSL Authentication from
Tableau Plugin.
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Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server
This article describes how to connect to the Tableau Server in order to use Tableau reports
as data sources in Metric Insights. If your Tableau Server is accessible from your Metric
Insights server over the network, this is most likely the best solution. General instructions
for establishing a Data Source based on a plug-in can be found here. Specific settings for
this approach follow.
PREREQUISITES
Prerequisites to creating a connection with Tableau server are described in this article.
Alternative Approaches
Approaches:
• If Tableau is inaccessible because it is behind a firewall or for some other reason, then
you will probably need to Establish Connectivity to Tableau via a Remote Data Collector
• If you are connecting to Tableau Online
Online, then see Establish connectivity to Tableau
Online
Note
Note: screens may vary some in earlier versions of Metric Insights.

1. A
Access
ccess A
Admin
dmin > Data Sources

Start by adding a new Data Source.
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2. Define "T
"Tableau"
ableau" as a new data source

1. Select Other Data Source Type
2. Choose Tableau from the drop-down list
3. Move to the Next step
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3. Complete the required par
parameters
ameters

1. Data Source name: The system creates a default name, but we recommend changing it to a
descriptive name of your choice, especially if you plan to create several connection profiles
for different sites
2. Tableau Server: Provide the URL to your Tableau server
3. Site ID
ID: if you have multiple sites, define the one you want to fetch data from. If you leave
this field empty, the system connects to default. If you plan to use Metric Insights with
multiple Sites on your Tableau server, create a separate Data Source for each site.
4. Enter the regular Username and Password for the Service Account you use to log in to the
Tableau server
5. Test connection to view any errors in Required Parameters section
If necessary, open the sections below to enter Optional Parameters and Advanced
Configuration.??
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3.1. A
Add/Change
dd/Change the Optional T
Tableau
ableau Par
Parameters
ameters

1. Open the section by clicking on the arrow
2. To input or change the defaulted values, edit the parameter using the Gear icon(s)
To get the detailed description of each parameter, refer to Tableau Parameters (Mandatory and
Optional).

3.2. A
Adjust
djust A
Advanced
dvanced Configur
Configuration
ation information as needed
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1. For details on using a Remote Data Collector, please see Establish Connectivity to Tableau
via a Remote Data Collector
2. Metric Insights extracts data from the Tableau server in the form of reports. Information
obtained from these external reports is further used as data source for MI elements: Metrics
and Reports. Tableau reports can be added in the Plugin Editor:
• Automatically
Automatically: If the External Reports fetch method field is set to 'automatically', go to the
Tableau Reports List tab and simply click Refresh list to collect all Tableau reports
currently available at the server.
• Manually
Manually: You can also update the Tableau reports list by adding report IDs and Names
one-by-one or specified in an CSV file.

4. A
Additional
dditional options now available

Using the other tabs, you can:
1. You can update, refresh or manually add Reports to the Reports List (depending on fetch
method selected)
2. You can create new elements using this Data Source directly from the Elements tab
3. You can assign Permissions to Groups or Power Users
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Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server Online
This article describes how to connect to the Tableau Server in order to use Tableau reports
as data sources in Metric Insights. If your Tableau Server is accessible from your Metric
Insights server over the network, this is most likely the best solution. General instructions
for establishing a Data Source based on a plug-in can be found here. Specific settings for
this approach follow.
PREREQUISITES
Prerequisites to creating a connection with Tableau server are described in this article.
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
If you are connecting to Tableau Server, then follow the instructions for establishing
connectivity, either directly or via a remote data collector.

1. A
Access
ccess A
Admin
dmin > Data Sources

Start by adding a new Data Source.
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2. Select "Other" Data Source Type and choose "T
"Tableau"
ableau" from
the drop-down

1. Select Other Data Source Type
2. Choose Tableau from the drop-down list
3. Move to the Next step
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3. Complete the required par
parameters
ameters

1. Data Source name: The system creates a default name, but we recommend changing it to a
descriptive name of your choice, especially if you plan to create several connection profiles
for different sites
2. Tableau Server: Provide the URL to your Tableau server to access it online
3. Site ID
ID: Required for Online access
4. Enter the regular Username and Password that you use to log in to the Tableau server
5. Test connection to view any errors in Required Parameters section
If necessary, open the sections below to enter Optional Parameters and Advanced
Configuration.
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4. A
Add/Change
dd/Change the Optional T
Tableau
ableau Par
Parameters
ameters

Open the section by clicking the arrow
The following parameters need to be set as shown for Online access:
1. Set Force refresh cache to 'false'
2. Set User Custom Views to 'false'
To get full description of each parameter, refer to Tableau Parameters (Mandatory and
Optional).
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5. A
Adjust
djust A
Advanced
dvanced Configur
Configuration
ation information as needed

1. For details on using a Remote Data Collector, please see Establish Connectivity to Tableau
via a Remote Data Collector
2. Metric Insights extracts data from the Tableau server in the form of reports. Information
obtained from these external reports is further used as data source for MI elements: Metrics
and Reports. Tableau reports can be added in the Plugin Editor:
• Automatically
Automatically: If the External Reports fetch method field is set to 'automatically', go to the
Tableau Reports List tab and simply click Refresh list to collect all Tableau reports
currently available at the server.
• Manually
Manually: You can also update the Tableau reports list by adding report IDs and Names
one-by-one or specified in the CSV file.

6. A
Additional
dditional options now available

Using the other tabs, you can:
1. You can update, refresh or manually add Reports to the Reports List (depending on fetch
method selected)
2. You can create new elements using this Data Source directly from the Elements tab
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3. You can assign Permissions to Groups or Power Users
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Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server via
Remote Data Collector
This article describes how to connect to the Tableau Server in order to use Tableau reports
as data sources in Metric Insights. If your Tableau Server is accessible from your Metric
Insights server over the network, this is most likely the best solution. General instructions
for establishing a Data Source based on a plug-in can be found here. Specific settings for
this approach follow.
PREREQUISITES
Prerequisites to creating a connection with Tableau server are described in this article.
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES:
If your Tableau Server is accessible over the network from your Metric Insights server, you
can connect to Tableau Server directly.
If you are connecting to Tableau Online, then follow the instructions for establishing
connectivity to Tableau Online.

1. A
Access
ccess A
Admin
dmin > Data Sources

Start by adding a new Data Source.
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2. Select "Other" Data Source Type and choose "T
"Tableau"
ableau" from
the drop-down

1. Select Other Data Source Type
2. Choose Tableau from the drop-down list
3. Move to the Next step
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3. Complete the required par
parameters
ameters

1. Data Source name: The system creates a default name, but we recommend changing it to a
descriptive name of your choice, especially if you plan to create several connection profiles
for different sites
2. Tableau Server: Provide the URL to your Tableau server to access it online
3. Site ID
ID: Required for Online access
4. Enter the regular Username and Password that you use to log in to the Tableau server
5. Test connection to view any errors in Required Parameters section
If necessary, open the sections below to enter Optional Parameters and Advanced
Configuration.
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4. A
Add/Change
dd/Change the Optional T
Tableau
ableau Par
Parameters
ameters

Open the section by clicking the arrow
The following parameters need to be set as shown for Online access:
1. Set Force refresh cache to 'false'
2. Set User Custom Views to 'false'
To get full description of each parameter, refer to Tableau Parameters (Mandatory and
Optional).

5. Now setup your Remote Data Collector
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Click the arrow next to the Advanced Data Source Configuration section to open it:
1. Set Use Remote Data Collector to 'yes' to open the Remote Collectors section
2. Select [+ New Remote Collector] button

5.1. Select to A
Add
dd a new Remote Collector from pop-up

Save

5.2. A
Add
dd Remote Collector pop-up displa
displays
ys

1. Enter a meaningful Name for your Remote Collector
2. Input your Remote Agent Username
Save your entry.
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5.3. New Remote Collector now displa
displays
ys in grid

Click to select it

5.4. Remote Collector Editor opens

1.
2.
3.
4.

Input your Remote Agen
Agent Id
Input your Remote Agen
Agent password
Input email address for Notification
Download the Insightd Zip File, extract the contents, and install Insightd.

General instructions on installing Insightd on Windows servers can be found here.
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5.5. Start the Metric Insights Daemon

Once you have installed Insightd on your Tableau server, you will need to start the Metric
Insights Daemon. Click the Start button and then open the Services panel.

5.6. Find the Metric Insights Daemon and start the service

Find the Metric Insights Daemon and start the service. Now you're ready to collect data from
your Tableau server!
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6. A
Additional
dditional options now available in Plugin Data Source
Editor

Using the other tabs, you can:
1. You can update, refresh or manually add Reports to the Reports List (depending on fetch
method selected)
2. You can create new elements using this Data Source directly from the Elements tab
3. You can assign Permissions to Groups or Power Users
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Tableau Parameters (Mandatory and Optional)
When you create a Tableau Data Source, along with other settings, you need to define
mandatory (Server
Server and Site ID
ID) and optional Tableau parameters.

Plugin Data Source Editor

Par
Parameters
ameters Description
Tableau
Parameter

Description

Variable Name

1

Tableau
Server

:server

Enter server address. If Remote Data Collector runs on the Tableau
server then enter 'localhost'; otherwise if it runs on a different machine,
enter the Tableau server name (e.g.
server=tableau.metricinsights.com).

2

Site ID

:site

Enter the site name if you want to specify it (e.g. site=Sales). By default
site=Default. (If you use Tableau Online, then it must be specified).
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3
Auth
Method

:authMethod

Here you can set the authentication method during the connection to
the Tableau server:authMethod=rsa (default) - authentication method
via encryption key;authMethod=trusted - authentication method via
trusted IP (without encryption key).

4

Private Key :clientKeyPassword
Passphrase

Define the passphrase for keyStore password in this variable. In order
to use the key for public-key encryption, the file is decrypted with the
decryption key. SSH does this automatically by asking you for the
passphrase.

5

Force
refresh
cache

:forceRefresh

This is a Boolean variable (true / false). Here you can set the possibility
to update elements on Tableau server before loading.

6

Key Store
Path

:keyStore

Enter a path to the keyStore on your virtual machine.

7

Key Store
Password

8

Primary
Date
Format

9

:keyStorePassword

Here you can specify password to keyStore.

Enter date format if you want to teach plugin how to handle it (e.g.
:primary_date_format primary_date_format=MMM YY).

:project

Enter project names (comma-separated) to narrow the list of projects
(e.g. project=Tableau Samples, default)Enter the site name if you want
to specify it (e.g. site=Sales). By default site=Default. (If you use
Tableau Online, then it must be specified).

10 Trust Store
Path

:trustStore

Here you can specify path to store with trusted SSL certificates.

11 Trust Store
Password

:trustStorePassword

Here you can specify password from store with trusted SSL certificates.

12 Use
Custom
Views

:useCustomViews

This is a Boolean variable (true / false).

13 Validate
SSL
Certificates

:verifySSLCerts

This is a Boolean variable (true / false). Here you can set the possibility
to check SSL certificate. Plugin can ignore if it is a Self-signed
certificate.

Project List
(CommaSeparated)
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Options for Fetching Tableau Workbooks
Apart from embedding external Tableau reports into Metric Insights, you can create new
Metrics and Reports using data from Tableau Reports (often referred to as 'Views'). A list of
reports may be 'stored' within a Tableau Data source and can be collected manually (via
CSV file), automatically or even on the fly (while creating a respective report).
PREREQUISITES:
Establish connectivity with Tableau:
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server Online
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server via Remote Data Collector

Challenge: F
Fetch
etch the list of T
Tableau
ableau Reports to create new
elements with them

After creating a Tableau plugin and successfully connecting to your Tableau server, go to Admin
> Data Sources > select the plugin you have created > open Tableau Reports List tab. You will
find out that this list is empty, but in order to create new elements and for using Tableau as a
data source, you need actual data.
This list should contain paths to Tableau Workbooks and Views that should serve as sources of
information for creating new Reports and Metrics in Metric Insights. This list can be extracted:
• Automatically
Automatically:: in case you want ALL available Reports (Views) to be extracted
• Manually
Manually: you may create a custom list of Tableau Views that can be available for further
element creation
• Alternative approach. On the fly
fly: add the Tableau report View right when creating an
element in Metric Insights
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[Option 1] A
Automatic
utomatic F
Fetch
etch of T
Tableau
ableau reports

If you prefer to fetch the list of all reports that you currently have in Tableau:
1. Open the Tableau plugin account you have created and go to the Info tab.
2. Move to the Advanced Data Source Configuration section below the parameters list and set
the External Reports fetch method field to 'automatically' and Save your changes.
3. Move to Tableau Reports List tab.
4. Click Refresh list.
Result: The list of reports is going to be automatically populated.
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[Option 2] Manual F
Fetch
etch T
Tableau
ableau reports

You can populate the list of external reports one-by-one or via a CSV file. For more information
refer to: Populate a Data Source with an uploaded List of Reports
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[Option 3] Defining T
Tableau
ableau report 'on the fly' in Metric /
Report Editors

If the Tableau Report (View) is not defined in the Plugin list of Reports, you can manually add it
right in the Report / Metric Editor.
Here is more information on creating each type of element:
• Create a Metric with data fetched from Tableau
• Create an External Report with data fetched from Tableau
• Create a Dimension with Values collected from Tableau
How to add a report on the fly:
1. Once you reach the Tableau Worksheet field, you are not limited to the options available in
the drop-down list. Click Select Tableau Worksheet.
2. In the opened pop-up click the Plus button.
3. The Add External Report pop-up opens.
4. Copy the [Workbook name]/[View name] for the Tableau view from your Tableau URL.
5. Save your entry.
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Creating Content
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Create a Dimension with Values collected from
Tableau
PREREQUISITES:
Establish connectivity with Tableau:
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server Online
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server via Remote Data Collector

Use Case

If your Tableau report contains information for several Dimensions, you do not need to create a
separate element for each Tableau Dimension in Metric Insights.
All you need to do is just copy Tableau Dimensions into MI. This article covers step-by-step
instructions on fetching this data from Tableau.
NOTE: If a new dimension is added to this Tableau report later, it will be automatically copied to
MI upon triggered data collection.
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Access A
Admin
dmin > Data Sources

1. The list with all data sources created in the system is going to be opened
2. Select the plugin you plan to use as a Data Source for the future Dimension

Update the list of T
Tableau
ableau Reports

Metric Insights extracts data from the Tableau server in the form of reports. Information
obtained from these external reports is further used as data source for MI elements: Metrics
and Reports. Tableau reports can be added in the Plugin Editor
Editor. There are two options to add
reports to the plugin:
1. Automatically: If the External Reports fetch method field is set to 'automatically', go to the
Tableau Reports List tab and simply click Refresh list to collect all Tableau reports currently
available at the server
2. Manually: You can also update the Tableau Reports List by adding report IDs and Names
one-by-one or via a CSV file
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Access Content > Dimensions

1. The list with all dimensions created in the system opens.
2. Click [+ New Dimension]

Define the Basics

Provide the basic Dimension definition information, paying attention to:
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1. A unique Name for your Dimension
2. Value Source: Specify how Dimension Values will be collected for the new Dimension. In this
example, we are selecting the 'Tableau' plugin where we have update the list of available
Reports. This connection profile will help us to extract the needed values from Tableau.
3. Tableau Worksheet
Worksheet:: Define the Tableau Report to be used for creating Dimension Values in
MI. Tableau plugin uses 2 level object hierarchy: [Tableau Workbook name]/ [Tableau
Worksheet name]
4. Specify a Bind Parameter name for your new Dimension. Setting this to match the column
name for the data in the source system makes writing fetch commands for Dimensioned
element easier
5. Save your entry
The Dimension Editor opens.

Create your F
Fetch
etch Command

1. You can enter the command manually
OR
2. Use a Visual Editor and choose the required fields
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Check Data and Collect values

Dimension V
Value
alue Grid is populated with T
Tableau
ableau Dimensions

What's next?
How to collect data from Tableau
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How to collect data from Tableau
This article provides details on how to create a Metric (Dimensioned / Undimensioned) or a
Report using a Tableau Plug-in as a data source.
PREREQUISITES:
1. Establish connectivity with Tableau:
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server Online
• Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server via Remote Data Collector
2.

[For Dimensioned Metrics]
Metrics]: First, create a Dimension with values sourced from Tableau

Use Case: Create a MI element from this T
Tableau
ableau W
Workbook
orkbook

We want to use this Tableau workbook to create a Metric in MI. This Metric should show the
difference in median price from month to month and should be dimensioned by counties the
same way as on this workbook.
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1. Start b
by
y creating a new element (our example is for a
Dimensioned Metric)

1. Go to New > Metric
2. Define this Metric's Measure
Measure. If you do not see the measure that you want to use, you can
create one directly from this drop-down list
3. Select the Measurement Interval that applies to your element
4. [For Dimensioned Metrics]: In this example we are creating a dimensioned Metric, so we
specify a Dimension with values sourced from the specific Tableau report. For more details
refer to: Create a Dimension with Values collected from Tableau
5. Click Next: define details
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2. Full Editor displa
displays
ys the Data Collection tab

1. Select the Tableau connection profile serving as a Data Source for this Metric
Set the Data Collection Trigger which is going to initiate data update in this Metric
1. Tableau Worksheet
Worksheet: Define the Tableau Report to be used for creating Dimension Values in
MI. Tableau plugin uses 2 level object hierarchy: [Tableau Workbook name]/ [Tableau
Worksheet name]. NOTE: It should be the same Tableau view you have used when creating a
Dimension.
2. You may pre-filter Tableau data before fetching it to your Metric. For more details, see: How
to find Filter names in Tableau
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3. Constructing a Plugin Command

1. Input Plugin Command manually (you may reference a table with parameters below) or use
a Visual Editor (recommended). The Tableau Query Builder allows constructing commands
without the need to learn the plugin syntax and avoiding typos/mistakes
2. Select Fields and set Aggregation
NOTE: Enter the Last Measurement Time when requested.

4. Plugin commands
The query must include the columns, listed in the hint box to the right of the Plug-in command
field:
1. MI dimension (for dimensioned Metrics and Reports only);
2. measurement datetime
3. measurement value
Command
fields
(dimensions)

Description
'Fields' store the data that is used by Tableau
and can be compared to columns in a
database table, containing one or more
values. Tableau divides data in two major
types: dimensions and measures. (NOTE:
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Make sure not to confuse dimensions in
Tableau and Metric Insights Dimensions
created for Reports and Metrics.) Dimensions
in Tableau are descriptive attributes (typically
textual fields or discrete numbers), while
measures are the fields that can be measured,
aggregated, or used for mathematical
operations. Dimension fields are usually used
for row or column headings.
aggregates

It is often required to look at numerical data
sum(field), avg(field),
(which is referred to in Tableau as Measures) count(field), count(*),
in an aggregated form (via mathematical
min(field), max(field)
functions, such as summation, average, etc.)
Aggregation functions perform a calculation on
a set of values and return a single value. For
example, if you have 3,000 sales transactions
from 50 products in your data source, you
might want to view the sum of sales for each
product, so that you can decide which
products have the highest revenue.

aggregates =
sum(profit),
min(salary)

filter

Using the 'filter' command you can exclude
certain values or a range of values for a field.
Several filering conditions can be combined by
'OR', 'AND'. NOTE: This filtering is performed
by Metric Insights.

Each filtering condition
consists of 3 values: field,
corporate operator ( <, >, =<
<=, etc.), value (numeric,
date or
':last_measurement_time')

filter = Year
Month ==
'2016-04-11'
AND Avg Sales
Per Day >
1000000

external filter

Filtering may be also performed externally by
Tableau.

Tableau handles external
filters in the following
format:
tableau-filter = (key) ==
(value)

tableau-filter =
Name == 'Bob'

sort

You can specify whether you want your field
values to be sorted in the ascending or
descenting order.

ASC, DESC

sort = Name
ASC

var

This command allows creating a new custom
field that can be used in all commands listed
above.
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5. Plugin command will be validated and data collected on
Save from Visual Editor

If entering plug-in command manually,
1. Validate plug-in command button
2. Collect Data
3. Enable and Publish
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6. A Dimensioned Metric will be displa
displayed
yed in the Viewer

What's next?
Optionally, you can continue to:
• set up KPI Alert Rules
• leave Comments, create Events and Annotations to specific Data Points
• add this metric to Favorites and receive regular Digests informing you on data changes
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Getting latest data from Tableau
If you are using a live data connection for your Tableau Server views, then Metric Insights
might not see the latest information. This is because Tableau Server is caching the older
data.
Also, sometimes when you publish updated workbooks to Tableau Server, Metric Insights
does not see the latest changes in Tableau Server. This is the result of Tableau Server
caching older information. This can occur when adding new columns to the Tableau view
but you do not see them in Metric Insights.
In either case, the best practice is to set the Caching parameter to refresh more often. This
ensures that Metric Insights sees the latest information in the Tableau Server views.

1. Set Caching to 'Refresh more often
often''

If using a live data connection, or publishing an updated version of your Tableau workbook,
then setting the Caching to "Refresh more often" will ensure that Metric Insights always sees
the latest information.
Set Caching to "Refresh more often":
1. On the computer running Tableau Server, run the program: Configure Tableau Server
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2. Navigate to Data Connections menu tab
3. Under Caching section, select 'Refresh more often'
For more information see Tableau article on 'Data in a Tableau Server View is Out of Date':
http://kb.tableausoftware.com/articles/issue/view-out-of-date
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How to create an External Report from Tableau
This article will show you how to create an External Report that is linked to a report from
your Tableau server. The example is from the first option in Step 1, but both options are
very similar.

1. Start b
by
y creating a new External Report

1. Go to New > External Report > select the Tableau Report Type
NOTE: If there is no Tableau Report Type in the list, you can create one by following instructions
in this article: Create a new External Report Type
2. Give your new report a Name
3. Define whether you want report content to be updated manually or automatically. In case
you choose Automatic Collection
Collection, define the following settings:
• Define the Report Image Trigger from drop-down list
• Select an existing Plugin Connection Profile
• Select a Tableau view available for that connection profile
4. Click Next: define details to proceed with Report creation.
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2. External Report Editor displa
displays
ys

Most of these fields will be completed based on your New Report entries. Adjust as required.
Click Save and collect image to create the Preview and Thumbnail images for display on the
Homepage and Notifications.
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3. Enable and Publish

After successful collection, Enable & Publish

Result: Published and visible on the Homepage
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How to create a Dimensioned External Report
from Tableau
This article will guide you through the process of creating a dimensioned external report
sourced from Tableau.
PREREQUISITES:
• Data Source
Source: Make sure you have already established connection with a Tableau Server
• Dimension
Dimension: Before proceeding to creating an External Report, create a dimension with
values collected from Tableau.

1. A
Access
ccess New > External Report > T
Tableau
ableau

NOTE: If there is no Tableau Report Type in the list, you can create one by following instructions
in this article: Create a new External Report Type
1. Give your new report a Name
Name, preferably matching the name in Tableau
2. Choose the Dimension you have created as a prerequisite to creating an External Report.
For more details refer to: Create a Dimension with Values collected from Tableau
3. Define whether you want report content to be updated manually or automatically. In case
you choose Automatic Collection
Collection, define the following settings:
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• Define how often you want the external report image to be updated by choosing one of
the triggers in the Report Image Trigger field. You can create a new Trigger on the go by
scrolling down to the bottom of the drop-down list and selecting an Add New Data
Collection Trigger option.
• Select an existing Plugin Connection Profile
Profile. This should be the same Connection profile
that you used for
• Select a Tableau Workbook and Worksheet available for that connection profile
4. Click Next: define details to proceed with Report creation.

2. External Report Editor displa
displays
ys

Most of these fields will be completed based on your previous entries. Adjust as required.
Show Report in
in: two options are available:
• Viewer
Viewer: the Tableau external Report is embedded into the Metric Insights Viewer
• External web page
page: user is redirected to the corresponding Tableau page
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3. [V
[Version
ersion 5.0] Y
You
ou ma
may
y add filters to include only those
dimension V
Values
alues

• [Prior to Version 5.0] Enter the Tableau filter name here. This tells Metric Insights how to
select data in the Tableau view. It needs to know which filter in the Tableau view has county
names in it.
• [Version 5.0]:
1. Click [+
+ Tableau Filter]
Filter]. The Add Tableau Filter pop-up opens.
2. Tableau Filter Name: Copy the name of the filter from Tableau
3. Dimension: select the Dimension you have used for this Report and all its Dimension
Values are going to be loaded to the Values list automatically.
4. Save your selection to confirm your actions.
NOTE: If you have more filters on the Tableau view, you are not supposed to fetch ALL data
from the View, you can choose only those ones you need by specifying them via Filters
Filters. For
more details on Tableau filters: How to find Filter names in Tableau
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4. Collecting an Image

1. Collect Images
Images:
• Always collect all instances of external report
report: Collect all images and cache them on a
schedule
• On Demand: only when needed for distribution
distribution: Individual images are only collected
when they need to be included in an email.
Let's review this setting on the following example: One of your external reports is dimensioned
and has 50+ Dimension Values. You may either choose to always update images for all of them
after the data collection trigger runs or select On Demand image collection (when it should be
included into Digest, shared, etc.)
NOTE: This setting is only available if the element is NOT made visible on Homepage.
2. Click Save and collect image to create the Preview and Thumbnail images for display on the
Homepage and Notifications.
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5. Enable and Publish

You now have a drop-down list above the External Report where you can filter to each
particular County.
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Add Tableau Visualization to a regular Report
(Version 5.0)
This feature allows combining internal Report and External Visualization in ONE Viewer
regardless of their Data Source. For example, the internal report may be sourced from SQL
or some BI tool and Visualization is going to be sourced from Tableau.
PREREQUISITES
PREREQUISITES:
1. Create an External report from Tableau
2. Apply Tableau filters to the external Report sourced from Tableau
3. Create a Regular Report that is going to serve as a basis for embedding Visualization
In this article you'll find:
•
•
•
•

Video tutorial
Versions prior to 5.0
Steps for adding a Visualization
Examples of usage

Video Tutorial
Changes in V
Version
ersion 5.0

This feature is an extended functionality presented in Version 4.2 and prior ones.
NOTE: It is currently available for Tableau Visualizations only.
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For more details refer to: Add External Visualization to a Report (Version 4.2)

1. A
Access
ccess Report Editor > Report Content tab

1. Open an existing regular Report or create a new one as described in this article: Create a
Simple (Undimensioned) Report
2. Find the External Visualization section; the Include External Visualization field is set to 'None'
by default. Select the external Report that you have create as a Prerequisite to including
Visualization to the Report. This page is dynamic, so additional fields are going to be shown
after you select an External Report from the drop-down list.

2. Map Report Columns to T
Tableau
ableau filters applied to the
External Report
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To learn how to add Tableau filters to Metric Insights, refer to: How to find Filter names in
Tableau

3. Define Visualization settings

1. Include
Include:
• 'full image':: If this setting is selected, the Tableau visualization is going to be embedded
below the Report table and Charts (if any). NOTE: Tableau credentials are required to see
the embedded Visualization.
• 'links only':: values in the internal report become clickable and link to the External report
source page (in this example to the Tableau site)
2. Is applicable if 'full image' is chosen in the field above. Display one Visualization for all filter
combinations
combinations:
• checked (click to see the resulting example): If this box is checked, values of the internal
Report Table are going to be clickable and by clicking on them a user will be redirect to
the Tableau Visualization embedded at the bottom of the same Viewer.
• clear (click to see the resulting example): if the data in the internal report matches data in
the Tableau Visualization, each matching value is going to have its own Visualization. For
example, if there are 6 Values in the internal report matching values in Tableau, there are
going to be 6 Visualizations.
3. Is applicable if multiple Visualizations are enabled. Maximum number of instances to
display: You can limit the number of Visualizations shown on the page at once. If the
number of values from the internal Report matching values from Tableau Visualization is
less or equal (<=) to the number defined in this field, all of them are going to be shown in the
Viewer one after another; if the number of matching Values exceeds the number defined in
this field, Visualizations are going to be shown in the drop-down list, but will function in the
same way.

Examples:
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If V
Values
alues in the internal Report don
don't
't match values in Visualization

If Values in the internal Report don't match values in Visualization, the External Visualization is
going to be empty.
In the example above there is a column of Countries in the Report Table (1) and the Country
Tableau filter (2). Most of the values in the column and filter match, but the value for 'Japan' is
present only in the internal Report Table and is absents in Tableau, so the Visualization for it is
empty.
NOTE
NOTE: This is true only if multiple Visualizations are allowed for different filter combinations (if
the Display one Visualization for all filter combinations check box is clear)

Displa
Display
y one Visualization for all filter combinations
Displa
Display
y a separ
separate
ate Visualization per each filter combination
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How to find Filter names in Tableau


SPECIAL CHARACTERS HANDLING:
The following characters used in filter Names or in Tableau data cause NO issues : ! * ' (
) ; : @ & = + $ , / ? # [ ] {}
NOTE: Values with a backslash (\) symbol in the Filter Names may be either returned
without this symbol or not included in result set at all, so we recommend that you
avoid using the backslash (\) symbol.

Filtering T
Tableau
ableau View Data
Most of the data displayed on the Tableau Views can be filtered by different criteria. You can
choose to include all measurements or exclude information that is currently irrelevant for you.
On the example below, all available filters are located to the right of the Sales and Profit graph.
They can also be located at the top or to the left of the View. The given example allows
modifying the View by including or excluding values from the following filters:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Channel
Country
Product Category
Calendar Date
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Adding T
Tableau
ableau Filters to Metric Insights

When setting up data collection for a Metric fetched from Tableau, after you define the
respective Workbook and Worksheet that should serve as a Data Source at the Metric Editor >
Data tab, you may pre-filter information that is going to be fetched.
To do that, click [+ Tableau Filter]. Next, you can choose whether you are going to define filters
manually or via Dimension Values
Values.
NOTE: Examples given below are taken from the Tableau View showed at the top of the page.

Enter Manually
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1. Tableau Filter Name
Name: Copy the name of the filter from Tableau
2. Filter Values
Values: choose 'Enter Manually'
3. Click [+ Add Value] and in the opened pop-up manually type in the name of the filter, for
example, "Accessory". Save your entry. All the added values should appear in the Values list.
Save your entries.

Using Dimension V
Values
alues

If you have already used Tableau filters to create Dimensions in Metric Insights, you can quickly
choose which Dimension Values you want to use for pre-filtering.
1. Tableau Filter Name
Name: Copy the name of the filter from Tableau
2. Filter Values
Values: choose 'Use Dimension Values'
3. Dimension
Dimension: select a corresponding Dimension from the drop-down list and all its Dimension
Values are going to be loaded to the Values list automatically.
Save your entry.
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Datasets
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Creating Dataset sourced from Tableau
This introductory article describes how to define the basic settings for a Dataset sources
from Tableau.
PREREQUISITES
PREREQUISITES:
• Data Source
ource: Metric Insights must have a working data source connection to Tableau. If
you have not yet configured a data source connection, see How to collect data from
Tableau.

First find the T
Tableau
ableau Report you want to further use as a
Dataset

At the Tableau dashboard pay attention to:
1. Workbook / Worksheet names
names: You will further need to remember these when defining a
Data Source
2. Available filters
filters: You can dimension elements sourced from Tableau by these filters. You can
also include some of these filter values into your fetch command, so that MI loads data
selectively, choosing only the values you really need instead of fetching all the data from this
report.
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1. A
Access
ccess A
Admin
dmin > Datasets

This page is going to be either empty or display the list of Datasets previously created in the
system.
At the bottom of the page click [+ New dataset]
dataset].

2. [Info tab] Define the basics

1. Measured: select the measurement interval that applies to the level of aggregation that you
want in your result set.
2. Collecting
Collecting: new Datasets are always disabled by default to make sure that you can take time
to configure them properly before enabling. This setting is duplicated at the top of the
screen.
3. Name: provide a unique name for your dataset. Preferably, the dataset name should explain
what kind of data it contains.
Move to the Data tab to define Tableau as the source of data and how often it should be
updated.
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3. [Data tab] Configure data collection

1. Data Source
Source: Select the Tableau plug-in serving as a Data Source for this Dataset. For more
info, see: Establish Connectivity to Tableau Server
2. Set the Data Collection Trigger which is going to initiate updating information in a Metric or
Dimension Values. If there is no option matching your requirements, scroll down to the
bottom of the drop-down list and click Add New Data Collection Trigger
Trigger.
3. Select the Tableau Workbook and Worksheet from the respective drop-down lists.
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3.1. T
Tableau
ableau Filters

By default, all filters are set to 'Ignore Filter'. To change this setting:
1. Click Edit (a Pencil icon)
2. The Tableau Filter Values pop-up opens
3. You have 3 options to choose from:
• 'Use All Values'
• 'Use Only Selected Values'
• 'Ignore Filter'
4. In case you need to include only certain values, select them in the list.
5. Save the changes made.
6. You can add more Tableau filters. For more info, refer to: Adding Tableau Filters to Metric
Insights
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3.2. Plugin Command: [Option 1] Visual Editor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In the Plugin command box choose the Visual Editor option.
Click Modify Columns
The Tableau Query Builder pop-up opens
Select the parameters you would like to include to your Plugin command
Save your selection.

3.3. Plugin Command: [Option 2] Manual Entry
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1. In the Plugin command box choose the Command option.
2. Write your command. For a hint on plugin commands refer to: Plugin commands

4. V
Validate
alidate your statement

If you constructed the command via the Visual Editor, the command is going to be automatically
validated after you Save your selection of parameters.
1. If you entered the command manually, click Validate below the text box to verify that your
SQL statement is valid.
2. If the statement is valid, a Validation Rows Preview section pops-up at the bottom of the
screen. You can also open it by clicking Show validation rows under the SQL Statement box.

5. Enable and Publish
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6. Review the Result

What would you lik
like
e to do next?
• you may start working with it by filtering data and saving separate Dataset Views
• create an Access Map
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Miscellaneous
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Enable Mutual SSL Authentication from Tableau
Plugin
This article offers step-by-step instructions on how to establish Authentication with
Tableau.
NOTE: To get a better understanding of how mutual SSL Authentication with Tableau works,
refer to this article.

1. Create a k
keyStore
eyStore and trustStore
TrustStore and keyStore are used for setting up SSL connection in Java application between
client and server:
• keyStore should contain keys and serves to provide credentials
• trustStore should contain certificates and is used to verify credentials
Generate a KeyStore and TrustStore using Java keytool. If you already have a p12 file, you can
create keystore by running the 'keytool -importkeystore' command on tab server. here is an
example of the command:
keytool -importkeystore -srckeystore mykey.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -destkeystore /opt/
mi/config/tableau.keystore -deststorepass some_password

Since private key and certificate are essential in working environment, there is a strong
possibility that you had them generated already.

1.1. Cop
Copy
y the k
keystore
eystore and truststore to your Virtual Machine
For example, you can copy it at /tmp/comapnyname.keystore
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2. Create a new tableau connection

For more details of creating Tableau connection, refer to this article.
Set the following plugin connection profile parameters:
1. Key Store Path and Key Store Password: Define a path to the keyStore on your virtual
machine
2. Private Key Passphrase: In order to use the key for public-key encryption, the file is
decrypted with the decryption key. SSH does this automatically by asking you for the
passphrase. Define the passphrase in this field
3. Trust Store Path and Trust Store Password
Password: Define a path to the keyStore on your virtual
machine
4. Verify SSL Certificates
Certificates: 'true' / 'Y'
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3. Attempt to connect to the tableau server
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Using SSO on Tableau Server
This article describes how you can use Single Sign On (SSO) from Metric Insights to Tableau
Server. The procedure includes the following steps:
1. Configure Tableau Server for this functionality
2. In Metric Insights choose to use SSO for Tableau.
In Tableau Server you will configure Trusted Authentication. The steps for doing this are
covered in this article. Trusted authentication simply means that you have set up a trusted
relationship between Tableau Server and the Metric Insights. When Tableau Server receives
requests from Metric Insights, Tableau assumes the credentials of the Metric Insights user.
For more detailed information on Trusted Authentication in Tableau Server, refer to the
Tableau Server Administration Guide.

1. Username is the same on Metric Insights and T
Tableau
ableau
Server
To use SSO, each username created on Metric Insights must have an identical username in
Tableau Server. For example, if you sign in with username 'admin' in Metric Insights, then to be
able to SSO to Tableau server you must also have the username 'admin' in Tableau server. This
is true for all usernames that you want to have SSO ability for.
If your username in Metric Insights does not have an identical username in Tableau server, then
you do not get SSO to Tableau for this user.

1.1. Find IP address of Metric Insights instance
You only need to do this for versions of Tableau server 8.0 and prior. For Tableau server 8.1 and
beyond, you can use the fully qualified domain name of the Metric Insights instance.
For example, one way to find is from the following:
root@demo:~# ifconfig
eth0

Link encap:Ethernet

HWaddr

inet addr:10.146.246.13

root@sandbox:~# ifconfig
eth0

Link encap:Ethernet

HWaddr

inet addr:10.192.61.233
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1.2. Configure T
Tableau
ableau Server for trusted authentication
Use Tableau Server command line utilities to add Metric Insights IP address (or fully qualified
domain name for Tableau server 8.1 and beyond) to list of trusted sites.
Using Metric Insights IP address:
D:\Tableau\Tableau Server\10.1\bin> .\tabadmin.bat set wgserver.trusted_hosts "10.146.
246.13, 10.192.61.233"
D:\Tableau\Tableau Server\10.1\bin> .\tabadmin.bat config
D:\Tableau\Tableau Server\10.1\bin> .\tabadmin.bat restart

Using Metric Insights fully qualified domain name:
D:\Tableau\Tableau Server\10.1\bin> .\tabadmin.bat set wgserver.trusted_hosts "mi-dev.
mycompany.com, mi-prod.mycompany.com"
D:\Tableau\Tableau Server\10.1\bin> .\tabadmin.bat config
D:\Tableau\Tableau Server\10.1\bin> .\tabadmin.bat restart

1.3. V
Verify
erify trusted authentication from Metric Insights for the user
From Metric Insights server run a command line utility to confirm trusted authentication to
Tableau server. Use a username that exists on Tableau server. For example, 'admin'
curl

-k -dusername=admin https://tableau-test.metricinsights.com/trusted/

curl -3 -k -dusername=admin https://tableau-test.metricinsights.com/trusted/
curl -ssl -k -dusername=admin https://tableau-test.metricinsights.com/trusted/

In the curl request, supply the username (e.g., 'admin') and the url of Tableau server (e.g.,
https://tableau-test.metricinsights.com/trusted/). Any of the above curl request arguments
should work.
The above curl request returns -1 from Tableau server if not trusted, and returns non-negative
ticket value if trusted. For example,
Not trusted:
root@sandbox:~# curl -3 -k -dusername=admin https://tableau-test.metricinsights.com/
trusted/
-1

Trusted:
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root@sandbox:~# curl -3 -k -dusername=admin https://tableau-test.metricinsights.com/
trusted/
Co_GwPDEfUzAuj1mDO2MH-FE

2. Configure Metric Insights for T
Tableau
ableau SSO
The following steps show how to configure Metric Insights for SSO to Tableau Server

2.1. A
Add
dd External Report Type for T
Tableau
ableau SSO

• Add External Report Type for Tableau SSO at Admin > Advanced > External Report Types.
• Alternatively, you can do this while creating a new External Report (the procedure is
described below and shown at the picture above):
1. In the Report Type field choose Add New Report Type from the drop-down list or click a
Plus button.
2. Then choose Tableau Single-Sign in the Drill-Down Authentication field. For more details
on creating Report Types refer to: Create a new External Report Type
NOTE: If you already have an existing External Report Type defined for Tableau, you can enable
SSO authentication for all reports associated with this type by modifying the Drill Down
Authentication setting.
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Embed database credentials in Tableau
If you are using a live data connection for your Tableau Server views, then Metric Insights
might not be able to pull data. Tableau server might return an HTTP 406 error from a data
pull (CSV export), or an HTTP 500 error from an image pull (PNG export).
In this case, the best practice is to Embed Database Credentials for your data source when
you publish your Tableau workbook.

1. Embedding Database Credentials in T
Tableau
ableau Server
By default, views connected to live data require users to log in to the data source with a
database username and password. If you discover that Metric Insights is unable to pull data
from these views then the problem is most likely the live data is requiring a separate set of
credentials to access. You can get around this if you configure Tableau Server to embed these
database credentials, so that Metric Insights can pass through the login process and go directly
to the view.
See http://kb.tableausoftware.com/articles/knowledgebase/embedding-database-credentialstableau-server for information on how to embed database credentials in Tableau Server.

2. W
Web
eb browser message when T
Tableau
ableau Server requires
password to access View
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One way you will know that you should embed database credentials for a view is when you
access that view for the first time with web browser in Tableau Server. You get a message that
prompts you to enter the database credentials.

3. Confirming an embedded database credentials problem
You can typically confirm that you need to embed database credentials in Tableau server by
running a simple test from your web browser.
Manually attempt to pull the data (CSV) or image (PNG) pull via your web browser. Just add
?format=csv or ?format=png to the end of the url in your web browser address and hit return.
If nothing is returned, then with your Web Browser network traffic setting turned on, you
should see an HTTP 406 or 500 error returned.
https://tableau.metricinsights.com/views/Finance/Homepriceandsupply?format=csv
https://tableau.metricinsights.com/views/Finance/Homepriceandsupply?format=png

4. 500 Errors for Image Size

If you can download a CSV but not a PNG file then make sure Tableau can export the Image file
from the Viz. You might see an error "Image could not be rendered because it is too large." If
Tableau cannot create the file, Metric Insights cannot collect it.
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